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The Well Academy have signed a collaboration agreement with global Root Cause Analysis
(RCA) specialists Sologic, enabling The Well Academy to deliver RCA training in Belgium,
Netherlands, Luxembourg and Germany.
Sologic Root Cause Analysis is a powerful, scalable and transferable complex problem-solving
method. Sologic RCA enables organisations to investigate incidents, improve performance and
reduce risk.
The Well Academy and Sologic have agreed to collaborate on the delivery of Sologic Root Cause
Analysis training. This agreement gives The Well Academy the capability to provide companies
across the geographic territories of Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg and Germany with
outstanding RCA training.
Organisations across multiple sectors have embedded Sologic’s state-of-the-art Root Cause Analysis
method. Throughout the training, supported by expert instructor mentoring, delegates will gain the
knowledge, tools and confidence to lead, manage and communicate successful RCA investigations.
Sologic RCA enables them to support their organisations in solving everything from everyday issues
through to tough and recurring problems. By applying Sologic’s RCA method, organisations are able
to tackle real-world problems within safety, reliability, quality, service and compliance.
“We are delighted to collaborate with a partner like The Well Academy. Their well established and
professionally run facility in Apeldoorn, The Netherlands, provides an excellent base and training
facility for delivery of Sologic Root Cause Analysis to companies across Benelux and Germany.” said
Jonathan Batchelor, Sologic Managing Director.
The Sologic method enables RCA facilitators and teams to effectively and efficiently identify true
causes and effective solutions. This method enables teams to make informed business decisions and
directly supports achievement of their company business goals.
George Galloway, Director of The Well Academy explained “Successful delivery of projects must be
underpinned by excellent human and organisational performance. At The Well Academy we strive to
raise levels of competence and confidence of our client’s personnel. Sologic RCA is the ideal tool to
complement our training course portfolio and support our clients in achieving operational excellence in
project delivery. We very much look forward to our collaboration with Sologic.”
Companies interested in scheduling Sologic Root Cause Analysis training can learn more at
www.thewellacademy.com or www.sologic-rca.com or can contact George Galloway for more
information.
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About The Well Academy
The Well Academy was founded by oil and gas industry professionals with a passion to improve well
operations performance. We provide the drilling and well services industry with practical training
solutions which are aimed at increasing both the competence levels and confidence of well-site teams
and office-based personnel. We are one of the first training providers to successfully integrate human
factors into our team based well operations training programs. Visit The Well Academy
About Sologic RCA
Sologic RCA method draws on the most advanced cause-and-effect methods and best practices
focused on steps that deliver value and save time. The Sologic RCA method is universal, scalable,
practical and intuitive for RCA novices and experts alike. It consists of logical, complete and accurate

processes and terminology that’s aligned to how the world works. It has been specifically designed to
take the focus away from non-specific causes, opinion, blame and punishment by shifting the focus to
systematic causes, objectivity, collaboration and data. Visit Sologic
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